GROUNDING PROTECTION SYSTEM

NTS
PROTECTION HANDRAIL

NTS
LANTERN SUPPORT

NTS

PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD
COAST GUARD INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD
CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHT STATION PAKATAN AS PART OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIRTEEN (13) LIGHTHOUSE STATIONS IN THE TEN (10) NORTH-BEAKNOOT ISLANDS OF THE COUNTRY
INTERNAL LADDER
NTS
GRP- STRUCTURAL UNION CLAMPS (A-B-C)

UNION CLAMPS
TYPE A
UNION C-D

UNION CLAMPS
TYPE B
UNION B-A-B1

UNION CLAMPS
TYPE C
UNION F

AGUERO
Ø12

AGUERO
Ø12

UNION PLATES

NTS
UNION PLATES DETAILS

NTS